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Do you ever wonder how violence has affected your life? Also about what are the causes of youth violence. I sometimes wonder "What can I do about youth violence." Well I will answer those questions for you & I. These are the three questions about youth violence.

Violence has affected my life because it hurt my family. It hurt my family because my family has to worry about their kids being safe. once my cousin got shot at the age of 18 thats what you call youth violence, also it hurt me because I never got to meet my grandfather he got shot. I've heard stories about the killer clown. Also my dad has been stabbed several times in the face and more.sometimes i wonder why these people do this i don't see whats' so fun about it. Do those people need to think before they react to what they are doing. I also wonder why the president doesn't take care of all this violence that is taking place. Has any of your family been shot,killed,or stabbed etc.if so then you know how it feels. Well then don't just be a bystander you can fid somebody to help if you see someone getting hurt the you can do something about it take action.

The worst kind of violence is youth violence it is one thing for adults to commit to violence but, it is so heart breaking to see children in violence .We are young kids and we should do more with our lives.We are so smart and beautiful and we have so much in our lives to offer and violence should not be one of them .There are kids all around the world going home with busted lips and black eyes and they tell there parents that a bully or a bad clique did it. Did that clique have a reason to do that ? NO they did it to be cool and I'm telling you it's not . Have you ever seen the show beyond scared straight those kids are so bad and they do bad things. What I'm writing about now there are groups and gangs those groups are no joke the kids in those groups have been in and out of prison and back
again. This youth violence needs to be crumbled up and thrown away because it isn't cool nor cute.

What can i do about youth violence I wonder? It's bad, i don't get the fun part about it. Also it makes kids think of committing suicide or actually committing suicide. Have you ever heard of Amanda Todd she first tried to kill herself by drinking bleach, then she actually killed her self. This all happened because she send this one picture to a boy, I guess he was the wrong boy. Then she got bullied etc. Us kids need to speak up and make a change in the world. All these kids out here are in gangs walking around throwing up gang signs thinking their all cool, they aren't nothing but a group of kids with a name going around fighting innocent people for fun. I've once experienced this kid get beat up for know reason and he was just on his way to his house. All these kids think they are so cute and big but they are really just kids, they need to just stop following the bad kids and be the bigger person. Sometimes i just want to run for president so that my voice can be heard by all american citizens. All I'm trying to say is that these parents need to control their kids. What i can do is speak up and tell the people around me what I think about how bad this world is people can't just walk out to the park with their kids or something without getting robbed, shot at, stabbed, or even threatened.

This essay is to inform kids and adults that it's not cool to bully or kill, it hurts to the family of that person. You don't know it but for all you know that could be your cousin, because in some kind of way we are all family. Why do people do this maybe one day i can be heard out there in this world. This is a message for everyone. You don't have to bully or kill to be cool be yourself there's always going to be someone out there who will like you for who you are if they don't like you thats there problem they can't change, "just put the ball back on the tee and keep swinging." We are all one don't make violence and bullying break us apart. Know matter what we will always be together forever. So don't use bullying or violence take your
personality and make people hate you, be who you were born to be a smart, beautiful, intelligent kid. I just want world peace.